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1. INTRODUCTION 
Certainly the mbst important aspects of theoretical particle physics during the 1970’s 
have been the insights and extensions provided by nonabelian gauge theories. It has been 
known for some time that the quantized Dirac field, locally invariant under U(l), leads 
to a presentation of Maxwell’s equations in a concise and illuminating form. The exten- 
sion of the electromagnetic theory to nonabelian groups [e.g., SU(2)l was accomplished 
in the seminal paper of Yang and Mills [ll. The fibre bundle model for classical gauge 
theories probably had its origins in the work of Lubkin [2]. A review of the later devel- 
opments may be found in Mayer [3]. 
Continuing the theme of the foundational paper of Atiyah, Hitchin, and Singer [41, 
bringing the power of real differential geometry to bear on the problem of finding self- 
dual solutions of the Yang-Mills field equations, the present study outlines a new, totally 
real formalism for instantons. 
2. FIBRE SPACES AND FIBRE BUNDLES 
Since our principal differential geometric objects will be smooth locally trival Riemann- 
ian fibre spaces, we recapture here some of the pertinent ideas. We wish to study certain 
principal fibre bundles. Our point of view will be different from the usual one of differ- 
ential geometry, algebraic geometry. and algebraic topology in that we will obtain the 
principal fibre bundles from restrictions imposed on Riemannian fibre spaces by certain 
G structures on the total space. 
Let M” and N” be smooth manifolds. Let 7~: M + N be a smooth surjection. 7~ is a 
locally trivial $bre space if for each x E N, there exists an open set U, containing x, 
a smooth manifold F, and a smooth diffeomorphism 6: r-‘( U,) -+ U, x F such that 
r(4-l (z.p)) = z, for all p E F and all z E U,. 
Examples of locally trivial fibre spaces include product manifolds, covering spaces, 
and the tangent and cotangent bundles of a manifold. As we develop more structure, 
more examples will emerge. 
A principal fibre bundle is a locally trivial fibre space r?i: P + N along with a Lie 
group G acting freely on the right on P (G acts freely on the right on P if p-g = p, for 
all p E P, implies g = e) for which the local triviality condition becomes: Each y E N 
has an open neighborhood U such that rr-l( U) = U x G via *: r-‘(U) + U x G, 
a smooth diffeomorphism such that q(p) = (n(p), 4(p)) where 4: n-l(U) + G 
with +(p-g) = 4(p)-g, for all p E z--‘(U) and for all g E G. Obviously, each fibre, 
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r-‘(y), of the principal fibre bundle (P, N, G, rr) is diffeomorphic to G. Examples of 
principal fibre bundles include the frame bundle of a manifold and the canonical map 
TTT: G + G lH of a homogeneous coset space. 
In a manner very an4ogous to the construction of a connection in the tangent bundle 
of a manifold (or, for that matter, any vector bundle), we may construct a connection dn 
a principal fibre bundle. (P, M, G, r). This may be accomplished in many, many ways: 
e.g., distinguished horizontal subspaces of T,(P), parallelism. We choose to define a 
connection in terms of Lie algebra-valued forms on P. 
A connection on the principal fibre bundle (P, M, G, n) is a l-form w with values in 
g, the Lie algebra of G, satisfying certain conditions. Recall the operations R,: G + G, 
L,: G + G and ad(a): G ---f G via R&Y) = xa, L,(x) = nx and ad(a)(x) = LIXU-’ for all 
.r E G . g is identified with T,(G) and the set of ail vector fields on G which are invariant 
by L,. We then require that Q satisfy 
(i) U(A *) = A, where A * is the tangent vector field on P induced by A E g, and 
(ii) W,,(Y) = ~d(u-~)w~(Y) for x, a E G and Y E * (PI. 
This construction produces a dim G vector of I-forms on P which, as a vector, multiplies 
as the Lie bracket in g. We define the curvature of the connection w on (P, M, G, r) to 
be the g-valued 2-form given by 
fi(X,Y) = dw(X,Y) + i[w(X), ~(Y)Jfor X, YE *(P). 
An important property of all connections on principal fibre bundles is 
THEOREM 2.1 (Bianchi’s identity). Let w be a connection on rhe principaljjbre bundle 
(P, M, G, 7~). Then, 
wx, Y, 2) = dln(XX, XY, x2) = 0. 
3. HODGE THEORY 
One of the most beautiful and powerful aspects of twentieth century mathematics is 
the theory of harmonic integrals of W.V.D. Hodge [51. As originally formulated in terms 
of local tensor analysis, it seems unnecessarily difficult; its presentation in the language 
of differential forms is straightforward linear algebra with a little Hilbert space analysis 
to prove the differentiability of the solution to an elliptic partial differential equation. 
Let (M”‘,g) be a smooth, oriented Riemannian manifold. Let (U, 4) be a local chart, 
{a/ax,, . . . ) a/ax,) a local basis for * (U), and {dx’, . . . , dxm} the dual basis of A’ (U)*, 
the dual module of * (U) over Cm(v). We denote a differential r-form (Y E II’(U) by 
where every ucil. ..ir, E Cm(U) and (iI. . . i,) means i, < ip < *a* < i,. The Ho&e 
*operator is the linear operator *: Ar(M) + nrner( M) defined locally in U as 
*a = 1 6:,+:~4j,.,.j,_,& a(il...id &+A . . . A &jm-r, 
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where 
G = det{pii}, 
.ij = c 2 ppakh, 
k h 
Then, it is easy to see the following: 
Proposition 3.1. Let (Y E A”(M), p E Ap(M). 
6) *l = dvol (M), 
(ii) **(Y = (- l)rm+ra, 
(iii) ffA*p = pA*o, 
(iv) ffA*a = 0 if and only if (y = 0. 
The linearity of * and properties 3.l(iii) and 3. I(iv) lead one to define a global scalar 
product on A“(M). We assume M compact to force convergence of the integral. For CY, 
/3 E A’(M), define 
(a, P) = /uA*P, 
M 
(--,-) satisfies the usual properties of an inner product. The important fact for us, 
however, is that * is an isometry with respect to this scalar product; i.e., 
(a, PI = (*a, *P)* 
We now relate the classical real cohomology of a compact manifold M” to its differ- 
ential forms. The exterior differentiation operator d:A’(M) + A”+l(M) induces a 
complex: 
O-, R ---, no(M) s A’(M) 2 AZ(M) -(: .a. -I: Arri-l (M) s Am(M) -+ 0, 
since dd = 0. The rth de Rham real cohomology space is then 
HXM, R) = {Kerd: Ar + A’+‘}/{Imd AT-l + AT>, 
The beautiful de Rham Theorem relates the vector spaces, HXM, R), to the sheaf (and 
so to any standard) real cohomology spaces, H’(M, R). In particular, 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M” be a compact, orientable manifold. Then H$(M,R) = 
H’(M,R), for all r = O,I, . . . ,m. A similar assertion is possible for paracompact non- 
compact manifolds based on compactly supported r-forms. 
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We now define the formal adjoint of d (cod~fjerenrial) on (M”,g). For (Y E A”(M), set 
6cz = (-l)n”‘+‘ti+l *d*cr E A’-‘(M). It is the adjoint of d because (da, p) = (a, Sp). 6 is 
obviously linear and S&X = 0. The Luplaciun on (M”‘, g) is given by Aa = da + 6d. 
Clearly, A: ‘4”(M) + h“(M) is linear and self-adjoint. We shall call an r-form in the kernel 
of A: A” --j A“, harmonic, and denote the vector space of harmonic r-forms on M by 
5V(lVz). 
Proposition 3.3. Let (M”‘, g) be a compact, Riemannian manifold. Then. for 
(Y E A”(M), 
(a) h = Oifandonlyif da =OandSa = 0, 
+ 2 ai,. .i,_,fil,,. i, Rjiy 
+ii i O!i, , . . i,_lki,+l. i,_,ji,,,. . i r Rjk ‘dr’ 
Y=l (T=l 
It is the second assertion of Proposition 3.3 which shows immediately how the curvature 
of (M, g) determines X’(M). In fact, much more can be said about the harmonic forms 
on M. The main result of Hodge [5] is 
THEOREM 3.4 (Hodge). Let (M”, g) be a compact, oriented Riemannian manifold. 
Then. 
W’(M) = H”(M, R). 
A good presentation of the proof may be found in Warner [6]. 
4. GAUGE THEORY IN A PRINCIPAL FIBRE BUNDLE SETTING 
One of the most beautiful triumphs of modem invariant differential geometry is the 
formulation of classical electromagnetic theory and classical Yang-Mills theory in terms 
of global objects. For the moment, we will take our base manifold M to be S4, the 
conformal compactification of R4. Later we shall extend our results to arbitrarily oriented, 
(psuedo)-Riemannian Cmanifolds. In the language of the physicist, a gahrge gmrp is a 
principal fibre space (P, M, G, 7r) with G usually assumed to be compact and semisimple. 
A gauge j?eld is a connection w on G + P A M. We say that the curvature 2-form 0 
is a Yang-Mills jield if 0 is harmonic. Note that the Yang-Mills field equation, A0 = 
0, is satisfied if and only if (on compact M) dR = 0 and 6fi = 0. But dfi = 0 is the 
Bianchi identity which is automatically satisfied by any curvature 2-form. Let us look 
more closely at the second part of the Yang-Mills field equation, 6R = 0. By definition, 
Since * is a linear isometry, *d*R = 0 if and only if d*Cl = 0. So our second field equation 
becomes 
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On 2-forms, whether real or Lie algebra-valued, *2 = 1, and thus * has two eigenvalues, 
+ 1 and - 1. We decompose the vector space of Lie algebra-valued 2-forms, A’(g), into 
the corresponding eigenspaces A*(g) = A: @ A% A form a in A: (resp., 12%) is called self 
dual (resp., anti-sel’-&a/). It is immediate that a self-dual curvature form R satisfies the 
second Yang-Mills field equation, for d*Q = dR = 0. A self-dual curvature form asso- 
ciated to (P, S4, SU(2), r) is called an instanton [4]. 
While this theory may be extended to multi-instantons (based on the Pontjagin index 
of the bundle) and to other Lie structure groups, we exercise restraint. 
5. RIEMANNIAN SUBMERSIONS 
Riemannian submersions are of fundamental importance to our analysis. This class of 
locally trivial Riemannian fibre spaces includes Riemannian product mappings, tangent 
bundles, Riemannian covering maps, and principal fibre bundles. They have been exten- 
sively studied by O’Neill [;1 and Gray [Sl, to which the reader is referred for a more 
detailed treatment. 
Let (M”‘, g) and (N”, g’) be complete Riemannian manifolds. A smooth, surjective 
mapping OTT: M + N is a Riemannian submersion if 
(1) 7r has maximal rank, and 
(2) n* Icl(errr*) 1 is a linear isometry. 
Vectors in Kern, are vertical and are tangent to the jibres: r-‘(y), y E N. Vectors in 
(Kerfl,)l are horizontal. The tangent bundle T(M) then has an orthogonal decomposition, 
T(M) = V(M) @ H(M) for which we denote the obvious projection by ?f and a. It will 
prove convenient to recall the configuration tensors of O’Neill 173: 
T,F = XV,,,“V^F + =l6’,,%‘F, AEF = SrV,,ZF + XVxESrF 
for E, F E H(M), the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on M. The several properties 
of T and A are outlined in [7]. We are specifically interested in two facts: 
(1) T$, for U, V E V(M), is the second fundamental form of the embedding of the 
fibre submanifolds, 
(2) AxY = h ‘v”[X,Yl for X,Y E H(M) so that the vanishing of A reflects the complete 
integmbility of the horizontal distribution. 
Of the many curvature properties of M and N related by the tensors, T and A, a 
particularly important one relates the two sectional curvatures: Let X,Y E H(M) and 
n,X = X,. Then, 
311AxY11’ 
K(XAY) = K’ (X*AY*) - ,lxAy((2. 
Thus, n is sectional curvature increasing on horizontal 2-planes. 
6. COHOMOLOGY AND RIEMANNIAN SUBMERSIONS 
The intimate relationship between Riemannian submersions and the cohomology of 
the two manifolds involved produces necessary conditions for the existence of such sub- 
mersions, and, in particular, principal fibre bundles. Consider the problem of character- 
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izing those smooth sujections 7~: (M”, g) -P (N”, g’) between oriented Riemannian 
manifolds which commute with the Laplacian on r-forms in the sense that 
A,&cY = rr*Ajva, 
for all LY E A’(N). Watson [91 and Goldberg and Ishihara 1101 proved 
THEOREM 6.1. Fix r 1 0. Then w M --, N commutes with A on the r-forms of N if 
und only if 
(u) TT is a Riemannian submersion, and 
(b) (i) (if r = 0) the jibres of 7~ are minimal, or 
(ii) (tfr 2 1) the fibres of 7~ ure minimal and the horizontal distribution is com- 
pletely integrable. 
The isometry property of a Riemannian submersion on horizontal vectors then implies 
the following relation on the respective Betti numbers for compact M: 
THEOREM 6.2. Let TTT: M”’ + N” be u Riemannian submersion with minimalfibres and 
completely integrable horizontal distribution. Then, for euch r = O,l, . . . ,n, 
b,(N) 5 b,(W. 
Recalling Proposition 3.2(a) and the fact that rr*dnrar = dun*a, for all CY E A’(N), 
we are led to characterize those mappings which commute with the codifferential, S, 
on r-forms. 
THEOREM 6.3 [ 1 II Fi.x r B 1. Then 71‘: M + N commutes with 6 on the r-forms of N 
tf and only tf 
(a) P is u Riemannian submersion, and 
(b) (i) (if r = I) the fibres of rr are minimal, or 
(ii) (if r 2 2) the jibres of T are totally geodesic und the horizontal distribution is 
completely integrable. 
In case (ii), M is covered by a Riemannian product mapping one of whose factors is 
isometric to N. Theorem 6.3 leads to the important 
THEOREM 6.4. Let r: M”’ + N” be a Riemannian submersion with minimal jibres. 
Then, 
7. RIEMANNIAN SUBMERSIONS COMMUTING WITH G-STRUCTURES 
It is a well-known fact that complex submanifolds of Kahler manifolds are minimally 
immersed. In the light of Theorems 6.1 and 6.3. it is natural to study holomorphic Rie- 
mannian submersions. In complete generality, consider a Riemannian manifold (M,g) 
with a smooth tensor field, J, of type (1,1) which satisfies JoJ = -Id and g(JX,JY) = 
g(X,Y), for all X,Y E M(M). Such an almost Hermitian manifold, (M,g,J), is 
necessarily even-dimensional and orientable. A smooth mapping rr: (M,g,J) 3 (N,g’,J’) 
is almost complex if r&E = J’a*E for all E E H(M). An almost complex Riemannian 
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submersion is an almosr Hermitian submersion. The properties of such submersions were 
studied in [12]. 
An almost Hermitian manifold (M2m,g,J) naturally possesses a smooth 2-form, called 
the Kiihler form, given by @(E,F) = g(E,JF). There are sixteen classes of invariant 
almost Hermitian manifolds definable [ 131 in terms of @. The principal ones are related 
by a strict inclusion lattice (see Fig. 1). 
The extension of the minimal submanifold result is due to Gray 1141: 
THEOREM 7.1. An almost complex srrbmuilifold qf’a quasi-Kiihler- manifold is minimal. 
It is then easy to show [12] 
THEOREM 7.2. Let rr: M + N be an ulrnosf Hermitinn submersion Mith M, quasi- 
Kiihler und compact. Then, 
This last result is basically a statement about the almost Hermitian geometry on the total 
space, M. If we assume that M is Ktiler, or more generally, nearly KShler, then the A 
tensor is affected. 
THEOREM 7.3 [121. Let z-TT: M + N be un almosr Hermitian submersion with M, nearly 
Kiihler. Then A = 0, and, thus, the horizontal disrriburion is completely integrable. 
Corollary 7.4. Let z-r: M2n’ + N2” be an almost Hermitian submersion with M, nearly 
Kahler and compact. Then, for all r = O,l, . . . ,2n, 
In particular, b,,(M) is positive, as is b,,,_,,(M). 
An almost contact metric manifold (M*“‘+l ,g,r$,[,v) is a complete Riemannian mani- 
fold of necessarily odd dimension equipped with a smooth tensor field, 4, of type 
H”,\z;‘,;------------ Hermitian, [J, J] 
I 
Almost - _____ _____ 
Semi - Kghler, Semi Kghler *.* =” 
K’a’hler, Q* = 0 = K’ahler 
Fig. 1. Lattice of almost Hermitian structures. 
=0 




NORMAL, I* Int*9r@ble) 
Fig. 2. Lattice of important almost contact metric structures 
(l,l), a distinguished vector field .$, and its g-dual l-form, 17, (q(X) = g(X, .$)), which 
‘satisfy: ~(5) = 1; 4 0 4 = -Id + q @ 5; and g(+X, +Y) = g(X,Y) - q(X)n(I’), for all 
X, Y E K(M). An almost contact metric manifold is orientable. Such a manifold possesses 
a canonical 2-form given by @(X, Y) = g(X,CpY), for all X, Y E H(M). Using 0, K. Bolton 
1151 has shown that there are 4096 different invariant almost contact metric structures. 
Many are developed in Blair’s monograph [ 161. Those which are of interest here are 
related by a strict inclusion lattice (see Fig. 2). 
For example, odd-dimensional spheres, PC’, carry a natural Sasakian structure. Odd- 
dimensional Lie groups, and, more generally, odd-dimensional parallelizable manifolds 
admit almost contact metric structures. 
Combining these two structures, we are able to define three classes of Riemannian 
submersions commuting with G-structures. Let (M*““,g,+,t,r)) be an almost contact 
metric manifold and (iP,h,J’) be an almost Hermitian manifold. Then a Riemannian 
submersion r: (M*“l+l,g,+,[,n) + (NZn ,h,J’) satisfying 7r.& E = J’IT* E, for all E E 
H(M) is an ulmost contact metric submersion of-type II. Almost contact metric sub- 
mersions of types I and III have been defined [171, but will not concern us here. Noting 
the similarity between Sasakian and Kahlerian manifolds, the following theorem is not 
surprising. 
THEOREM 7.5 [17]. Let n: M ---f N be an aimost contact metric submersion of type II 
with M, Sasctkian (N is necessurily Kiihler). Then thejibres oj‘rr ure minimally immersed 
in M. The horizontul distribution of rr is, in general, not integrable. 
A particularly important example of an almost contact metric submersion of type II 
is the Boothby-Wang fibration 1181 of a compact regular contact manifold (M*“+l,g,&$,n) 
as a principal circle bundle 7~: M + N over a symplectic manifold IV?“’ whose symplectic 
2-form Cp is integral. The l-form n is a connection form for n whose curvature 2-form dq 
is rr*Q. M is necessarily at least K-contact. N is at least almost Kahler. A particularly 
well-known example of this fibration is the .S’“+’ circle bundle over P,,(C)_ Tanno 1191 
has shown the strong topological result: 
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The most important object of our study is an almost contact metric manifold wYth 3- 
structure; i.e., a Riemannian manifold (M4n’+X ,g) with three almost contact metric struc- 
tures { ($i, ti, qi), i = 1,2,3}. Such that 
rli(5j) = 0 for t # j, 
C#Ji(j= -+jtJi = &h_ for i <j # k, 
qi+j = -v:& = r~k for i < j # k, 
6i 0 6~ - 8i @I 71 = -4j 0 &i + [j @I qi = cbk for i < j # k, 
g(5i9 5i) = &j. 
A nice example of an almost contact metric 3-manifold is the unit sphere S4”+” with 
the Sasakian 3-structure induced from the natural quatemionic structure on R4tnC’). 
The last G-structure we will introduce is that of Sp(n)-Sp(l) = Sp(n) @ { Sp(1)l-t l}, 
an almost quaternionic structure. We say that a Riemannian manifold (M4n’,g) equipped 
with three local almost complex structures J1, J2, and J3 which are almost Hermitian 
with respect to g and for which JiJ* = -JjJi, i #j, JJ2 = Js, is an almost quaternionic 
manzfofd. It is orientable. R4 and S4 are good examples. 
We are now ready to define another Riemannian submersion commuting with G-struc- 
ture. Let ( M4m+3, g, (+i,ti,ni)$=l) be an almost contact metric 3-manifold and (M”,g’, 
(J i)f=r) be an almost quatemionic manifold. Let IT: M ---, N be a Riemannian submersion 
satisfying r*+iE = J;r*E, for all E E )((M) and i = 1,2,3. Such a mapping is called an 
almost contact metric 3-submersion [20,21,22,23,24]. The best example for our purposes 
is the canonical Hopf fibring: S3 ---, S7 % S4. 
Because of the strong interaction of the three almost contact metric structures on the 
total space of an almost contact metric 3-submersion, one would expect more restrictions 
on the O’Neill T and A tensors. In fact, this is true. 
THEOREM 7.7 [19,20]. Let 7~: (M4m+3,g, (+i, ti, ,i)g,) --* (N’“,g’, (J:)bl) be an almost 
contact metric 3-submersion. 
(a) If M is 3-Sasakian, then N is quaternionic Kiihler, T = 0, A, in general, is nonzero, 
and both manifolds are Einstein. 
(b) Zf M is 3-K-contact, then the Jibres of r are minimal. Zf the fibres of ir are 
3-dimensiona1, then T = 0. 
Let (&cP+~ ,grJ,~,,51,7)r,~Z,52r712) be an almost Hermitian manifold with two almos 
contact metric structures (&, ei, ni), i = 1, 2, so that 
Such a manifold is called an almost Hermitian almost contact metric manifold. Odd- 
dimensional complex projective space is an example. We define our final new object. Let 
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( ~m+2,g,~,~1,51,rllr~2,52,7)2) be an almost Hermitian almost contact metric manifold with 
the associated (0,4)-tensor, A = (PJ @ QJ + a&,@ @+, + @@?@ @&,. Let (N4n,a’, 
(J:)t=J be an almost quaternionic manifold with associated (0,4)-tensor, 
Then a Riemannian submersion r: M + N is said to be an almost Hermitian ulmost 
contact metric submersion if +A’ = .A, on horizontal vector fields. An example of such 
a submersion is the canonical map, PI(C) --, P2n+l(C) -+ P,(H). 
8. RIEMANNIAN SUBMERSION FORMALISM FOR INSTANTONS 
A. Trautman 125,261 has studied solutions to the SU(2) Yang-Mills field equations 
over the conformal compactification, S4, of Euclidean 4-space by means of the Hopf 
fibring, S3 + S’ 2 S4. The curvature of a certain connection on the principal fibre bundle, 
nl, is shown to be self-dual by direct calculation. We wish to look at this construction in 
a different light. In our formalism, rTT1 is an almost contact metric 3-submersion from the 
3-Sasakian manifold, S’, to the quatemionic Kahler manifold, quatemionic projective 
l-space, with fibres, the 3Sasakian manifold, S3. We shall identify the 3-sphere fibres 
with the compact Lie group, SU(2). It is straightforward to show 1201 that the 
3-Sasakian structure on S’ implies the vanishing of the O’Neill tensor T. Therefore, 
: S’ + S4 is a principal SU(2) bundle over S4. 
f,‘, 
The canonical 3-Sasakian structure 
(+, ti, v&) on S’ induces a natural connection l-form, w, given by 
whose tensorial derivative, s1, is the curvature 2-form of the connection. Since, *a = 0, 
the connection is self-dual and R is an SU(2) instanton over S4. 
, Since the fibres are 3-spheres, each of the three fundamental vector fields, {tl, en, 53) 
on S’ is regular. We choose one, say tl, and construct the Boothby-Wang fibration, S’ 
+ S’ 2 PJC), which is a principal u(l) bundle over the Hodge manifold, complex 
projective 3-space. Using the nTT2, images of the remaining fundamental vector fields, e2 
and t3, from S’, we fibre the odd-complex-dimensional complex projective space over 
P,(H) with complex projective lines as totally geodesic fibres. This almost Hermitian 
almost contact metric submersion is PI(C) + P3(Qrr2 P,(H). The net result of these 
three constructions is a commuting diagram of Riemannian submersions commuting with 
G-structures, each of which has totally geodesic fibres (see Fig. 3). 
We remark, in passing, that the fibration U(1) + SLT(2) 2 P,(C) is the canonical Hopf 
fibration, S’ + S3 + S’, and commutes within the diagram. 
In order to generalize the commutative diagram in Fig. 3, we seek an almost contact 
metric 3-submersion S U(2) + M’ -, N4 over a suitable Cdimensional manifold N. Several 
facts are pertinent: (1) All 4-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifolds are almost qua- 
temionic 1271; (2) If each fundamental vector field {tl, e2, e3} on the almost contact metric 
manifold M’ is K-contact, then the distribution {ei, e2, t3} is integrable. If at least one 
ei is then regular, all are, and we may fibre M over an almost quatemionic manifold, 
N = Ml{e,, t2, e3}. The natural projection n: M7 + N4 is an almost contact metric 
3-submersion; (3) If, in (2), M is 3-Sasakian, then T = 0, both M and N are Einstein, 
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ulll- s’- P$I 
77 
1 I/ n3 
PJHI 
Fig. 3. 
N is quaternionic K&hler and the fibre submanifolds are either S3 = SU(2) or P,(R) = 
S3/ + 1; and (4), a Theorem of Sakamoto [283 states that if N4” is a quatemionic Kahler 
manifold and the cohomology groups H’( N, Z,) and H*( N, Z,) vanish, then there exists 
a compact, almost contact metric manifold with 3-structure M4”+3 so that rr,: M4”+3 + 
N4” is an almost contact metric 3-submersion as well as a principal SU(2) bundle over N. 
As remarked, the vertical distribution of a Sakamoto bundle, SU(2) + M’ 2 N4 over 
a suitable quatemionic Kahlerian l\r is regular. We fibre it4 with one ot the fundamental 
vertical vector fields, 5, yielding a Boothby-Wang fibration, S’ + M?=l B6, which is an 
almost contact metric submersion of type II. Since M is compact, results of Hatakeyama 
1291 imply that M is 3-K-contact. It is straightforward [I71 to show that the base manifold 
of an almost contact metric submersion of type II with K-contact total space is almost 
Kahler (if M is Sasakian, then B is Kahler). Recall, too, that B is a symplectic manifold 
with integral fundamental a-form. Thus, B is Hodge when M is 3-Sasakian, and the 
almost Kahler analogue of Hodge, otherwise. 
We note that B6 is an almost Hermitian almost contact metric manifold. Moreover, 
the 7~. images of the remaining fundamental vector fields on M form an integrable 
distribution on B which fibres B over an almost quatemionic manifold, P. The natural 
map F2 + B6 3 p4 is an almost Hermitian almost contact submersion. if B is Hodge, 
then P is quatemionic Kahler. Since the fibres are 2-dimensional, they are K&hler. We 
are thus led to a commuting diagram of Riemannian submersions commuting with 
G-structures in which the curvature 2-form of the connection on the almost contact 
metric 3-submersion is a candidate for an instanton on the base manifold of that sub- 
mersion (see Fig. 4). 
It is not obvious that P and N coincide. If, however, N is quatemionic Kahler which 
implies that M is 3-Sasakian, B is Hodge, and P is quatemionic Kahler, then N and P 
are locally isometric. 
At this point, we are faced with the question of the self-duality of the curvature 
2-form, a, of the principal SU(2) bundle over N. A compelling reason for investigating 
the self-duality from the real differential geometric point of view is the conformal invar- 
iance of the Hodge * -operator on the 2-forms of a 4-manifold. In particular, if g is 
multiplied by (+ to obtain 2, then G a = ucr-l*(~ = * CY for CY E A*. 
Many generalizations of this formalism are possible: higher-dimensional odd-dimen- 
sional Lie groups as structure groups; higher-dimensional base manifolds, N ; and pseudo- 











Riemannian base manifolds such as Minkowski space-time are but a few. In the latter 
case, we remark that if N4 is parallelizable and pseudo-Riemarmian then an obvious 
modification of Sakamoto’s proof extends the construction in his theorem to such man- 
ifolds. 
An important reason for establishing this enlarged formalism is the realization of the 
connection l-form, w, and its curvature 2-form in various bundles where it is possible 
that more information may be obtained under a different light. 
Finally, we report that preliminary calculations indicate that the natural site for the 
study of the Penrose Twistor Program is the family of algebraic 2-bundles over the 
manifold B in Fig. 4. 
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